
Problem Solving Samples 

 1. Neely and Chris went to visit Auntie Jane 
at her farm. Auntie Jane has chickens 
and sheep.  When Neely peeked into the 
animal pen, she saw 22 legs.  How many 
chickens and how many sheep could 
there be? 

Suggested strategies:    
• Draw a picture
• Guess and check
• Find a pattern

2. Jacob has a pair of green shorts, a pair of 
blue jeans, a white tee-shirt, and a yellow 
jersey.  How many different outfits can he 
make?  

Suggested strategies:
• Act it out
• Draw a picture

Use these boxes to show your work.
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 3. There are 12 rooms in Mrs. Kinney’s house.  
There are 5 rooms on the first floor and 
4 rooms on the second floor.  How many 
rooms are on the third floor in Mrs. 
Kinney’s house?

Suggested strategies:
• Work backwards
• Write an equation
• Draw a picture
• Guess and check

 4 .Niki read 3 pages on Monday, 4 pages on 
Tuesday, and 5 pages on Wednesday.  How 
many pages will she read on Friday?  How 
many on Sunday?

Suggested strategies:
• Find a pattern
• Make a table or chart

Use these boxes to show your work.
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More Practice... 

 1. I’m thinking of a number that’s greater 
than 10 but less than 12. What’s my 
number?

2. I’m thinking of an even 
number that’s greater than 
10 but less than 13. What’s 
my number?

3. Willie has a group of dogs. There are 10 ears. 
How many tails? How do you know? How 
many paws? How do you know?

4. Simon has some nickels. He has no other 
coins. Could Simon have 17 cents?  Why or 
why not?  What are some amounts Simon 
might have?
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5. A pencil costs 4 cents, a pen costs 3 cents. 
Jenny has a dime. She buys something and 
has 7 cents left. What did she buy?  How do 
you know?

 6 . Benji has 39 cents. Tell if each is certain, 
possible, or impossible.

      A)  Benji has at least 4 pennies.

   B)  Benji has at least 5 dimes.

   C)  Benji has exactly 2 nickels.

 6 . When a secret number is cut in half, it is 4. 
When the number is doubled, it is 16. What 
is the secret number? 
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ANSWERS

1 sheep, 9 chickens

2 sheep, 7 chickens

3 sheep, 5 chickens

4 sheep, 3 chickens

5 sheep, 1 chicken

(Answers will vary.)

4 outfits 

-shorts with tee-shirt 

-=shorts with jersey

- jeans with tee-shirt 

-jeans with jersey

(Answers will vary.)
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5 + 4 = 9

12 − 9 = 3

3 rooms

If Niki continues her pattern 

of reading one additional 

page per day, she will have 

read 7 pages on Friday and 

9 pages on Sunday.



More Practice... 

 1. I’m thinking of a number that’s greater 
than 10 but less than 12. What’s my 
number?

2. I’m thinking of an even 
number that’s greater than 
10 but less than 13. What’s 
my number?

3. Willie has a group of dogs. There are 10 ears. 
How many tails? How do you know? How 
many paws? How do you know?

4. Simon has some nickels. He has no other 
coins. Could Simon have 17 cents?  Why or 
why not?  What are some amounts Simon 
might have?
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12

5 tails (If there are 10 ears, 

there are 5 dogs and 1 tail 

for each dog); 20 paws 

(There are 4 paws for ev-

ery dog and there are 5 

dogs.)

3

No. Nickels are fives, so his 

total number will end in 5 

or 0. (5, 10, 15, 20, …)



5. A pencil costs 4 cents, a pen costs 3 cents. 
Jenny has a dime. She buys something and 
has 7 cents left. What did she buy?  How do 
you know?

 6 . Benji has 39 cents. Tell if each is certain, 
possible, or impossible.

      A)  Benji has at least 4 pennies.

   B)  Benji has at least 5 dimes.

   C)  Benji has exactly 2 nickels.

 6 . When a secret number is cut in half, it is 4. 
When the number is doubled, it is 16. What 
is the secret number? 
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a pen 

(10 – 3 = 7)

A) certain

B) impossible

C) possible

8

8 � 2 = 4

16 = 8 × 2


